
HDC LCD Leadership Team Meeting
September 29, 2021 via Zoom

Priority Action Items
● Please continue to think about how to approach selecting landscape features.
● Please continue to think about potential landscape features. And ask your neighbors, friends, and

colleagues about what they think is important!
● Think about items that ought to be added to the new LCD website pages.

Meeting Summary
To begin, the group did a short introduction activity to get to know new participants. Mary then presented
the new LCD website pages on the High Divide Collaborative site. This is a temporary location to house
information about this LCD process until the new LCD website is done. Amy then reviewed the High
Divide LCD Boundary map. The boundary is drawn based on watersheds, and encompasses a broad
geography. The group recommended adding layers to the map to represent national parks, BLM lands,
state lands, and USFWS Wildlife Refuges. Sean Finn then presented on landscape features: what they are
and processes by which to select them. See the notes below, as well as Zoom recording 1for more
information from that presentation. For the remainder of the meeting, the group discussed how to
approach selecting landscape features for the High Divide, and we discussed potential landscape features.
See the notes below, as well as Zoom recording 2 for more information.

Resources
● Zoom recording 1, pass code: nJkl!b7v
● Zoom recording 2, pass code: #8=ICig3
● New LCD web pages

Ongoing Action Items
● Please continue to think about who else needs to be invited to participate.
● Please continue to think about what layers need to be added to the High Divide LCD Boundary

map.

Landscape Features Presentation
Sean Finn

● Landscape features are “representations of the full complement of biodiversity, ecosystem
elements, social and cultural components and economies.”

○ Synonyms for landscape features: values, conservation elements, indicators
○ Ecological features: a representation of biodiversity on the landscape
○ Social/cultural feature: a representation of cultural diversity on the landscape
○ Economic feature: a representation  of economic diversity on the landscape

● How to select features
○ The partnership identified conservation features as the most valued and/or urgent

elements around which the Design is constructed.
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○ Selecting features is a time consuming and iterative process
● Crow of the continent example

○ Used a four step process to choose landscape features
■ Reviewed over 60 management plans and identified over 170 fine and coarse

potential features
■ Narrowed that list to features that were mentioned in at least 10% of of the

reviewed management plans
■ Generated a coarse situation analysis
■ Leadership team deliberated, voted, and selected our features

Initiating the Landscape Features Selection Process
● The LCD doesn’t dictate what features can or cannot be selected for the Design. We collectively

identify opportunities on the landscape, and strategically leverage those opportunities to achieve
our shared goals. Additionally, we determine our approach in selecting landscape features.

● To begin crafting our approach to selecting LCD landscape features, we can use the eight
landscape features already selected for the High Divide Collaborative in 2013 as a springboard.

● As we move forward with LCD, are the eight High Divide collaborative features relevant to our
Design? What is missing? Who is missing in this conservation? How different is the LCD
Boundary to the HDC boundary?

● Throughout the discussion, the eight features HDC already identified remained important to the
group. These eight features are: recreation, clean & abundant water, ecological linkage, working
ranchlands, sagebrush steppe ecosystems, cultural legacy, wildland urban interface, and healthy
forest lands.

● Fire, and community economic resilience were two new potential features identified by the group.
● As we continue with the selection process how do we avoid becoming inundated with myriad

potential features? How do we define landscape features that encompass our shared values, but
are not too broad? How do we make this process and our selections inclusive?
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